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Presentation Notes
INTRO to JTIP -As the intro Lesson for the day – it would be good to get a sense of the experience level of participants to start off:ASK Number of Years Experience 0 – 5 years B. 6 – 10 years, C. 11 – 15 years, D. More than 15 yearsAlso Ask About their Experience: Only do juvenile defenseHandle criminal and juvenile casesHandle delinquency and dependencyOther 
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How do you know what 
statements your client made?
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Presentation Notes
InvestigationClient InterviewsDiscovery



Grounds for 
Suppression

LEGAL GROUNDS TO SUPPRESS OR 
EXCLUDE STATEMENTS

MIRANDA…

..

…



LEGAL GROUNDS TO SUPPRESS OR 
EXCLUDE STATEMENTS

FOURTH AMENDMENT

FIFTH AMENDMENT: MIRANDA  & VOLUNTARINESS

DISCOVERY VIOLATIONS

VIOLATON OF LOCAL COURT RULES (e.g., Stmts of youth in 
detention; Stmts of youth in intake interviews)
VIOLATION OF STATE STATUTES (e.g., videotaping laws; 
language impaired; parental notification/presence)
RELEVANCE / PROBATIVE VALUE

MASSIAH DOCTRINE (6TH AMEND – AFTER LAWYER APPTD)

UNNECESSARY DELAY – McNABB-MALLORY RULE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interested Adult Rule in some states – By Case Law or StatuteIn Washington state, police can question a child between ages 13 and 16 about a crime without having to contact the child's parents.State law says a child under age 8 is presumed incapable of committing a crime. If a child is at least 8 but not yet 12, state law requires that parents be notified if the child is questioned or detained by police.If a child is between 13 and 16, however, no such notification effort is required. Children above age 16 are not afforded special protection and are presumed to have the same rights as adults.



WHAT IS THE MIRANDA 
DOCTRINE?

Miranda v Arizona, 384 US 436 (1966)



LEGAL GROUNDS TO SUPPRESS OR 
EXCLUDE STATEMENTS

FOURTH AMENDMENT

FIFTH AMENDMENT: MIRANDA  & VOLUNTARINESS

DISCOVERY VIOLATIONS

VIOLATON OF LOCAL COURT RULES (e.g., Stmts of youth in 
detention; Stmts of youth in intake interviews)
VIOLATION OF STATE STATUTES (e.g., videotaping laws; 
language impaired; parental notification/presence)
RELEVANCE / PROBATIVE VALUE

MASSIAH DOCTRINE (6TH AMEND – AFTER LAWYER APPTD)

UNNECESSARY DELAY – McNABB-MALLORY RULE



2 Exceptions to the Miranda 
Requirement

Public Safety Routine Booking 
Question



Custody
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WHAT ARE SOME 
FACTORS THAT 

SUGGEST CUSTODY?
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Presentation Notes
State v dR 84 WN APP 832 (1997)



Interrogation



Miranda Waiver: the Standard
Knowing

Voluntary

Intelligent
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Presentation Notes




Parents & Statements







Right to Silence



Mirandizing After the 
Statement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State v. Ustimenko137 Wash.App. 109, 151 P.3d 256Wash.App. Div. 3,2007.



Voluntariness

Does your State
provide broader protections than 

the test for voluntariness under the 
Fifth Amendment of the US 

Constitution?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ARTICLE I SEC 7 – WASHINGTON PROVIDES BROADER PROTECTIONS THAN THE CONSTITUTION



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to Key Principles and Cases Handout –Personal frailties insufficient – but TOC Mincey v. Arizona – effect on psychological state – weakness & vulnerabilityWaiver product of free will? – Overbear will - Sims v. GeorgiaFactors demonstrating involuntariness – Length of Interrogation, time, # of officers, withholding food, bathroom, medicine, threats against parents/friends – Same as Miranda – but custody not req’d. 



Totality of the Circumstances 
What is the Test in Your State?

Fare v. Michael C., 442 U.S. 707, 725, (1979)

O Whether a juvenile has knowingly and voluntarily 
waived his Miranda rights is determined by a “totality-
of-the-circumstances” approach. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fare v. Michael C., supra, 442 U.S. at 725, 99 S.Ct. at 2572.WASHINGTON - State v. Jones, 95 Wash.2d 616, 625, 628 P.2d 472 (Wash., 1981) .Whether a juvenile has knowingly and voluntarily waived his Miranda rights is determined by a “totality-of-the-circumstances” approach. Fare v. Michael C., 442 U.S. 707, 725, 99 S.Ct. 2560, 2571, 61 L.Ed.2d 197 (1979); Dutil v. State, 93 Wash.2d 84, 606 P.2d 269 (1980); State v. Luoma, 88 Wash.2d 28, 558 P.2d 756 (1977).�“The totality approach permits indeed, it mandates inquiry into all the circumstances surrounding the interrogation. This includes evaluation of the juvenile's age, experience, education, background, and intelligence, and into whether he has the capacity to understand the warnings given him, the nature of his Fifth Amendment rights, and the consequences of waiving those rights.”
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Defense claims Involuntary – Prosecution must prove voluntariness – by preponderance of the evidence  in most states. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parents – Gallegos v. Colorado – 1962Problem of Parental Coercion – not state action typically. Prior Coerced Statement – factors on voluntariness: time passed, change of locale, change in investigators -  Oregon v. Elstad (1985) State v. Ustimenko137 Wash.App. 109, 151 P.3d 256Wash.App. Div. 3,2007.
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Voluntary – absent external pressureCoerced-compliant – adverse situation, secure promised benefit or avoid threatened harmCoerced – internalized – belief that you are guilty – common with mental illnesss or extreme duress 
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Presentation Notes
Brendan Barnes – TN – obtained favourable plea after filing of briefs and amicus brief






Interrogation Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maximization – scare tactics  - overstating the strength of case, interrupting denials, accusing suspect of lying, utlizing false evidence ploys. Minimization – save face – convey interrogators absolute certainty in suspects guilt, provide moral excuse (stole cause hungry), legal excuse – it was consensual Reid Interrogation Technique – See handout  - 9 steps The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), with support from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, recently published a juvenile interrogation guide co-authored by attorneys from CWCY amici entitled Reducing Risks: An Executive’s Guide to Effective Juvenile Interview and Interrogation. This law enforcement guide explicitly recognizes the unique vulnerabilities of juveniles during interrogations, explaining that “an ever-growing body of research . . . demonstrates that young people are particularly vulnerable to making false or involuntary statements when subjected to pressure-filled questioning tactics.” Reducing Risks, at 15Common Errors in Interrogation – missclassification of non-verbal behaviours, & coercion errors (low end – appeals to morality vs high end – promises of leniency and threats. Middle-end – cooperation incentives for judge/proseuctor)  



Stats & Studies 
O 31.1% of wrongful juvenile convictions were 

result of false confessions (2010)
O 40 of 250 DNA exonerations involved false 

confessions
O In exoneration cases, Juveniles 5 times 

more likely to false confess as adults
O Juveniles heightened risk for false 

confessing – estimate 70.4%  of youth in JJ 
system meet at least one criteria for mental 
health disorder. 
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Presentation Notes
Josh Tepfer, Center for Wrongful Covniction of Youth 



J.D.B. v. North Carolina

The risk of false confession is 
“all the more acute” when a 
young person is interrogated 

because young people are “most 
susceptible to influence and 

outside pressures.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In J.D.B., 131 S.Ct. at 2398, the Court held that a child’s age is properly considered during a Miranda custody analysis, because “children will often feel bound to submit to police questioning when an adult in the same circumstances would feel free to leave.” The Court reiterated that custodial interrogation can induce false confessions—even from adults—at an alarming rate, and it emphasized that this problem is “all the more acute” when the subject is a youth because young people are “most susceptible to influence and outside pressures.” Id. at 2401, 2405 (citing Brief for Center on Wrongful Convictions of Youth et al. as Amici Curiae at 21-22). 



Experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Medical Expert – Individualized assessment of youth – determine youths vulnerability to coercion/suggestionSocial Psychologist – on police interrogation tactics Consider other defense witnesses – special ed teacher, couch, counselor, 
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Presentation Notes
Get corroborating evidence – Client records, that show vulnerabilities,Investigate officers – misconduct, false confession in past, discipline, Educate soelf on police interrogation methods.  



Developmental 
Considerations 

What Aspects of Youth Development are Most Relevant 
in Suppression of Statements?
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Consider Developmental 
Issues



SUPREME COURT AFFIRMATION OF
DEVELOPMENTAL CONCEPTS

U.S. Supreme 
Court 
decisions 
have affirmed 
a differential 
jurisprudence 
for youth

Roper v. 
Simmons (2005)

Youth are: 
- immature 
and reckless
- more 
susceptible 
to peer 
pressure
- developing 
and 
therefore 
transient by 
nature

Graham v. Florida 
(2010)

“…because 
juveniles have 
lessoned 
culpability 
they are less 
deserving of 
the most 
severe 
punishments.
”

JDB v. North 
Carolina (2011)

Court says  
that youth 
“often lack 
the 
experience, 
perspective, 
and judgment 
to recognize 
and avoid 
choices that 
could be 
detrimental 
to them…”

Miller v. 
Alabama (2012)

“The penalty 
when 
imposed on a 
teenager, as 
compared to 
an older 
person, is 
therefore 
“the same … 
in name 
only.””

United 
States 

Supreme 
Court Cases

Youth
Matters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that how we treat youth in our courts must be different than how we treat adults – they have handed down 4 decisions since 2005 that have affirmed a differential jurisprudence for youthRoper v. Simmons (2005) – which abolished the death penalty for persons under the age of 18Made their finding, in part, on the research showing that Youth are: - immature and reckless- more susceptible to peer pressuredeveloping and therefore transient by natureGraham v. Florida (2010) – held that JLWOP could not be imposed for non-homicide offenses“…because juveniles have lessoned culpability they are less deserving of the most severe punishments.”JDB v. North Carolina (2011) – law enforcement must consider age for purposes of whether to administer MirandaCourt says  that youth “often lack the experience, perspective, and judgment to recognize and avoid choices that could be detrimental to them…”Miller v. Alabama (2012) – abolishing mandatory life without parole for persons under 18“The penalty when imposed on a teenager, as compared to an older person, is therefore “the same … in name only.””
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Presentation Notes
Research outlined in Adolescent Development Handout– Grisso, Steinberg, 





Forensic Exercise



Questions? 

Nadia Seeratan
Senior Staff Attorney & Policy Advocate
National Juvenile Defender Center
1350 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 304, Washington, DC  20036
202.452.0010 ext. 113 
nseeratan@njdc.info
www.njdc.info 

George Yeannakis
Special Counsel 
TeamChild
1225 S Weller #420
Seattle,WA 98122
Work 206 322 2444 x107
Cell  206 694 3728
george.yeannakis@teamchild.org
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